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1. BACKGROUND AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let V be’a finite set of v elements. Let B be a set of subsets of V, called 
biocks, with the property that every 2-subset of V appears in precisely one 
block, Then (F’, B) is a pairwise balanced design of order v. Now let K be 
a set of positive integers, each at least two. If the cardinality of every block 
of B appears in K, (V, B) is a (v, K) - PBD. When K= {k}, (V, B) is a 
Steiner 2-design S(2, k, v). When W 5 V and (V, B u { W}) is a pairwise 
belanced design, we call (V, W, B) an incomplete PBD, in which W is the 
hole. When the block sizes in B are in K, such an incomplete PBD is called 
a (v, W; K)-IPBD, where w= 1 WI and v= 1 VI. 
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Let G = {G,, . . . . G,) be a partition of I” into subsets called groups. Let 
B be a set of subsets of I’, called blocks, with block sizes from a set K. 
When ( V, B u G) is a pairwise balanced design, (I’, B) is called a group 
divisible design and is denoted by K - GDD. The group-type, or simply type, 
of the GDD is denoted g:’ ...g:” when the set of groups contains precisely 
t, groups of size gi, for 1 Q i < s. A {k} - GDD of type tk is denoted by 
TD(k, t) and is called a transversal design. 
Group divisible designs are one of the most basic ingredients in the 
construction of combinatorial designs of many types; consequently, much 
effort has gone into the construction of large classes of GDDs. In this 
paper, we establish a complete existence result for a large class of 
(3) - GDDs, generalizing a number of known results. Specifically, we 
completely settle the existence question for (3) - GDDs of type g’u’ for all 
values of g, t, and U. 
MAIN THEOREM. Let g, t, and u be nonnegative integers. There exists a 
{ 3) - GDD of group-type g*u’ if and only if the following conditions are all 
satisfied: 
(i) zfg>O,thent>3,ort=2andu=g,ort=landu=O,ort=O; 
(ii) udg(t- l)orgr=O; 
(iii) g(t-l)+u=O(mod2)orgt=O; 
(iv) gt-0 (mod2)oru=O; 
(v) 1/2g2t(t- l)+gtu~O (mod 3). 
The remainder of this paper proves this theorem; we first establish 
necessity, which is quite straightforward. Condition (i) amounts to saying 
that there cannot be exactly two groups, and if there are exactly three 
groups, they must be equal in size. To see the first, observe that any block 
intersects exactly three different groups; for the second, observe that the 
number of blocks meeting two specified groups equals the product of the 
two group sizes. For (ii), fix an element x of a group of size g, and observe 
that each element in the group of size u (which we call the long group) 
must appear in a block containing x and some other element not in the 
long group. Since x appears in g( t - 1) such pairs, the inequality follows. 
For (iii), observe that if there is an element in a group of size g, it must 
appear in blocks with pairs of the elements not in its group, of which there 
are g(t - 1) + U. Similarly, (iv) follows from considering an element in the 
long group. Finally, (v) simply asserts that the total number of pairs is 
divisible by 3, as it must be if the pairs are to appear once each in blocks. 
Now we must deal with the real issue: sufficiency. We recall some 
preliminary results that settle parts of our problem. First observe that when 
gt = 0, the design is trivial-it has no blocks. Henceforth we assume that g 
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and t are positive. We may also assume that u is positive, since the 
existence of (3 > - GDDs of type g’ is completely settled (see, for example, 
[3]). It is convenient to tabulate the necessary conditions when g, t, 
and u are all positive; in Table I we give the possible congruence classes 
for u (modulo 6) for each combination of congruence classes of g and 
t (modulo 6). 
Doyen and Wilson [6] proved the first essential result settling part of 
the sufficiency: 
LEMMA 1.1. Let v = 1,3 (mod 6), w = 1,3 (mod 6), and v B 2w + 1. Then 
there is a Steiner trile system of order v (an S(2, 3, v)) containing a 
sub-Steiner triple system of order w. 
COROLLARY 1.2. There is a { 3) - GDD of group-type 1%’ for all 
ubt-1, u+t=1,3 (mod6), andu-1,3(mod6). 
Proof Use Lemma 1.1 to form an S(2,3, t + u) with a sub-S(2,3, u). 
Delete the blocks of the subdesign, and form a group of size u on the 
elements of the removed subdesign. Take each remaining element as a 
singleton group. i 
COROLLARY 1.3. There is a (3) - GDD group-type 2’24’ for all 
ud2t-2, 2t+u=0,2 (mod6) andu=0,2(mod6). 
Proof Use Lemma 1.1 to form a S(2,3,2t + u + 1) with a sub- 
S(2, 3, u + 1). Delete one point of the subdesign to form a { 3) - GDD of 
type 2’ + llzu. Then delete all blocks from the subdesign to form a 
(3) - GDD of type 2%‘. 1 
Mendelsohn and Rosa [7] established a result for the remaining case: 
TABLE I 
Possible Values for u (modulo 6) 
g (module 6) 
I (modulo 6) 0 1 2 3 4 5 
0 0,234 1, 3. 5 o-2,4 1, 3, 5 0,2,4 1,3,5 
1 0,2,4 0 0 
2 0.2,4 1 2 1, 3, 5 4 5 
3 0,2,4 0,2,4 0, 2,4 
4 R2.4 3 0 1, 3, 5 0 3 
5 0,2,4 2 4 
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LEMMA 1.4. Let v, w = 5 (mod 6) and va 2w + 1. Then there exists a 
(v, w; (3)) -1PBD. 
COROLLARY 1.5. There exist {3} - GDDs of type 16k~’ for all 
u=5(mod6), u<6k-1. 
Proof Use Lemma 1.4 to form a (6k + u, u; (3 } ) - ZPBD. Taking the 
hole as a group, and each element not in the hole as a singleton group, 
gives the required GDD. 1 
COROLLARY 1.6. There exist (33 -GDDs of type 23k~1 for all 
u=4(mod6)andu<6k-2. 
Proof Use Lemma 1.4 to form a (6k + u + 1; { 3 } ) - ZPBD. Delete one 
point from the hole to form the required GDD. 1 
It is an easy exercise to verify that these corollaries establish sufficiency 
in the Main Theorem when g = 1 and 2. The case g = 3 is also settled. Rees 
[9] established the following: 
LEMMA 1.7. Let m>l and O<r<2m, (m,r)#(l,2) or (3,6). There 
exists a (2, 3) - GDD of type (2m)3 which is resolvable into r parallel 
classes of blocks of size 3 and 4m - 2r parallel classes of blocks of size 2. 
COROLLARY 1.8. Let t s 0 (mod 2) u E 1 (mod 2), (u, t) # (1,2), and 
u d 3t - 3. Then there exists a { 3) - GDD of type 3’~‘. 
Proof. If uat-1 (u#t-1 when t=6), use Lemma1.7 to form a 
resolvable { 2, 3 ) - GDD of type r3 having u-t + 1 parallel classes of blocks 
of size 2. Take one parallel class of tripies as groups of the GDD being con- 
structed. Now add u-t + 1 “ideal” points, one for each parallel class of 
pairs; triples are formed by adding the ideal point to each pair of its 
parallel class. Finally, add t - 1 further points at infinity, and place a 
(2t-l,t-l;(3))-ZPBD on each group of the {2,3)-GDD and the 
t - 1 points at infinity, with the hole aligned on these t - 1 points. If 
(u, t) = (5,6), proceed as above starting with an idempotent quasigroup of 
side 6. 
The same strategy using a smaller hole can also be used to settle most 
cases when u is small, except for the case when t = 4 (mod 6) and u = 1. For 
this last case, observe that the standard construction of an S(2, 3, 6m + 1) 
from a commutative idempotent quasigroup of order 2m + 1 gives a system 
with 2m disjoint blocks for all m > 2. [ 
Lemma 1.7 has a further useful corollary: 
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COROLLARY 1.9. Let g = 0 (mod 2), u = 0 (mod 6), and u <g(t - 1). 
Then there exists a { 3) - GDD of type g’u’. 
ProoJ: For t = 3, use Lemma 1.7 to form a resolvable { 2, 3 } - GDD of 
type g3 having u parallel classes of pairs. Form the final group by adding 
u ideal points, one to the pairs of each parallel class of triples. 
Otherwise write t = 6n + 3. Form a Kirkman triple system of order 
6n + 3, on point set E, having 3n + 1 parallel classes P, , . . . . Pjn + 1. Choose 
ui, i= 1, . . . . 3n + 1, so that ~~-0 (mod 2) 0~ ui<2g, and u=x ui. Now 
form a (3 > - GDD on elements (2, x E) u U, with / U / = U. Partition U 
into sets U,, . . . . U3n+, with 1 Uil = u,. Now for each block {x, y, z} in 
parallel class Pi, place on (Z, x (x, y, z > ) u Uj a ( 3 } - GDD of type 
g314;. 1 
The next case, g = 4, has also been solved: 
LEMMA 1.10 [12]. Let u=O(mod2), u64t-4 and t(2t+l+u)=O 
(mod 3). Then there exists a { 3 } - GDD of type 4’~‘. 
We use these designs with small g and small t as building blocks in the 
recursions to be developed. The main recusion we use is a form of Wilson’s 
fundamental construction for GDDs[15], which preserves the number of 
groups: 
THEOREM(FUNDAMENTAL CONSTRUCTION). Let (V,G, B) bea GDD.Let 
G = {G,, . . . . G, >. Let each v E V have an associated integer weight w(v). 
Suppose that for each block {v,, v2, . . . . vk} in B, there is a { 3) - GDD with 
k groups, having sizes w(v,), . . . . w( vk ). Then there is a ( 3 } - GDD whose 
groups have sizes C, E =, w(v) for i = 1, . . . . m. 
We can “fill in groups” in an existing GDD to obtain ones with more 
groups: 
LEMMA 1.11. Suppose that a K- GDD of type g’u’ exists, g = 0 (mod s), 
and a K - GDD of type (g/s)” w1 exists. Then there exists a K- GDD of 
type (g/s)“’ (u + w)‘. 
Proof: Simply place copies of the second GDD on the groups of the 
first, together with w  additional points forming a group in each copy. [ 
We can also till in a single group as follows: 
LEMMA 1.12. Zf K - GDDs of types g’u’ and g”x’ with u = sg + x, there 
is a K- GDD of type g(‘+“x’. 
Prooj: Simply place a copy of the second GDD on the long group of 
the first. 1 
582a/59/1-6 
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We employ a further recursion, which is similar in spirit to the 
Fundamental construction: 
LEMMA 1.13. Let ( V, G, B) be a { 3) - GDD with group sizes g, , . . . . g,. 
Let t > 3. J,f’ there exist (3) - GDDs of type gfu’ for all i= 1, . . . . rn, then 
there exists a {3)-GDD of type (I Vl)‘u’. 
ProoJ We form the GDD on elements (I/x Z,) u U, with 1 U 1 = U. For 
each block {x, y, 2 >, we place on (.x1 y, L) x Z, a TD(3, t) missing a parallel 
class (whose existence is equivalent to that of idempotent latin squares), so 
that the groups align on {x ) x Z,, { y ) x Z,, and (z ) x Z,, and the missing 
parallel class aligns on {x, y, 2 > x (i} for i E Z,. 
Then for each group G, we place on (G x Z,) u U a { 3 ) - GDD of type 
(I Gl)‘u’, so that the groups align on G x {i)- for iEZ,, and on U. 1 
2. THE CASE~=O (mod3) 
We first treat sufficiency for the easier cases. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let t be odd, x31, O<.u66x(t-l), and u=O (mod2). 
Then there exists a (3 f - GDD of type (6x)’ u’. 
ProoJ: There is a resolvable { 3 } - GDD of type 3’ (omit a parallel class 
from a Kirkman triple system of order 3t [ 83); adding 3( t - 1)/2 ideal 
points to this GDD gives a (4) - GDD of type 3’(3(t - 1)/2)‘. Apply the 
Fundamental Construction to this { 4) - GDD giving even weights between 
0 and 4x to every point on the long group and weight 2x to each point 
not on the long group. The ingredients needed are { 3) - GDDs of 
type (2~)~ IV’ for all even u’ satisfying 0 d w  d 4x; these all exist by 
Corollary 1.9. 1 
LEMMA 2.2. Let t 3 8, t even, u even, x > 1, and 0 < u < 6x( t - 1). Then 
there exists a { 3) - GDD of type (6x)’ u’. 
Proof: Start with a resolvable (3) - GDD of type 6”*’ [2, lo]. Add an 
ideal point to each parallel class to form a (4) - GDD of type 
6”*‘(3( t - 2)/2)‘. Add a single point to extend the groups, and then delete 
a different element which was on the long group of the (4) - GDD. The 
result is a (4, 7) - GDD of type 3’(3(t - 2)/2)’ in which precisely one point 
of the long group belongs to blocks of size 7. Give this one point weight 
0 or 10x. Give all other points in the long group even weights between 0 
and 4x. Give all points not in the long group weight 2x. Now apply the 
Fundamental construction. using { 3 ) - GDDs with t = 3 (Corollary 1.9) 
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and those of type (2~)~ and (2~)~ (10x)’ (the latter is trivially constructed 
from a l-factorization). 1 
The cases t = 4 and 6 are handled by methods tailored for these cases: 
LEMMA 2.3. Let x > 1, u even, and 0 6 u ,< 18x. Then there exists a 
{3}-GDD oftype (~x)~u’. 
Proof: Removing one point from an S(2,4, 16) gives a (4) - GDD of 
type 3’ = 343’. Give weight 2x to each point of the first groups and even 
weights between 0 and 4x to each point in the last group. This handles 
u < 12x. Next, take a PBD on 12 elements with four parallel classes of 
triples and three parallel classes of edges [9]. Add six ideal points, one to 
each parallel class of pairs, and one each to three of the parallel classes of 
triples. This gives a { 3,4} - GDD of type 3461. Apply weight 2x to each 
point not in the long group and also to the three ideal points added to 
parallel classes of pairs. Assign even weights between 0 and 4x to the 
remaining three ideal points in the long group. This handles all 
6~6~6 18x. 1 
LEMMA 2.4. Let x Z 1, u even, and 0 ,< u 6 30x. Then there exists a 
{ 3) - GDD of type (6~)~ a’. 
Proof: There is a PBD on eighteen elements having eight parallel 
classes of triples and one parallel class of pairs (a “nearly Kirkman triple 
system”) [lo]; proceeding as in Lemma 2.3 handles 2x 6 u < 30x. Next, we 
use a (4) - GDD of type 3462 [ 111; extending the groups with an ideal 
point and then deleting a different element of a 7-block gives a 
(4, 7) - GDD of type 3661, in which only one point of the long group 
belongs to blocks of size 7. Unlike the case in Lemma 2.2, however, this 
element also belongs to blocks of size 4. Hence we always assign this point 
weight 0. Other points in the long group are assigned even weights between 
0 and 4x; points not on the long group are assigned weight 2x. This 
handles 0 < u 6 20.x. 1 
Now we turn to the case for g = 3 (mod 6). 
LEMMA 2.5. Let t > 4 be even, u odd, g = 3 (mod 6), and 1~ u < g( t - 1). 
Then there exists a (3 } - GDD of type g’u’. 
Proof: There exists an S(2, 3, g) in which the blocks can be partitioned 
into 1/2(g- 1) parallel classes P,, . . . . P,,,(,- r) [8] (a “Kirkman triple 
system”). Let V be the element set of such a S(2, 3, g). Now for 
2,<i<1/2(g-l), let Odui<2t-2, u,=O (mod2); let l<u,g3t-3, 
u1 E 1 (mod 2), so that u=C u,. Let U,, . . . . U,,zCsP r) be disjoint sets so 
that ) Uil =ui. Let U= tJj Ui. 
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We form the required GDD on ( Vx Z,) u U. For each parallel class Pi, 
i = 2, . . . . 1/2(g - I), and each block (x. I’, z} of P,, on (x, ~1, z> x Z, we 
form a (3) - GDD of type ?(u;)’ omitting a parallel class on 
(x,y,=}x {i} for iEZ,. The groups are aligned on {x)xZ,, (y>xZ,, 
{z} x Z,, and Ui. 
Finally we must treat (x, y, ;) x Z, for {x, y, 2 I\ in P, . Here we place a 
(3) -GDD of type 3’(u,)’ (Corollary 1.8) with groups aligned on 
{x, y, =} x (i) for iE Z, and on CI,. 
All required choices for the ui are possible by Corollaries 1.8 and 1.9. 1 
3. LARGE LONG GROUPS 
In this section, we develop a general method for handling a number of 
cases when the long group is large, that is when u is large. We require some 
basic results on cyclic designs; we refer the reader to [S] for background 
material. 
A Skoleln sequence of order n is a list of n pairs (a,, b, ), . . . . (a,, b,) with 
the property that bi- ai= i and lJ, {ai, bj} is either (1,2, . . . . 2n} or 
{ 1, 2, . . . . 2n - 1 )- u { 2n + 1 }. In the first case, the Skolem sequence is called 
pure; in the second, hooked. Pure Skolem sequences of order n exist if and 
only if n = 0, 1 (mod 4); hooked ones exist if and only if n = 2, 3 (mod 4) 
[S]. We use Skolem sequences to construct cyclic partial Steiner triple 
systems. 
A partial Steiner triple system is a collection of blocks of size 3 on a set 
V, v = 1 I’ 1, so that no 2-subset of V appears in more than one block. It is 
cyclic if it has an automorphism of order v. The leave of a partial S(2, 3, v) 
is a graph whose edges are the unordered pairs not appearing in a block 
of the system. 
Usually, we choose V= Z,, for cyclic designs, with the natural 
automorphism i -+ i + 1 (modulo v). In this case, we can consider the orbits 
of pairs under the automorphism; all edges in an orbit have the same 
difference between their endpoints, and in a cyclic partial Steiner triple 
system, either all edges in an orbit are in blocks or none are. 
Thus we need only choose blocks that altogether use each difference at 
most once. Certain differences may be left unused in this way. Following 
Stern and Lenz [ 131, we call a difference d good if v/gcd(v, d) is even. Stern 
and Lenz [ 131 proved the following crucial result: 
LEMMA 3.1. Let D be a set of integers and v an even integer. Then if D 
contains a difference which is good in Z,,, the set of all unordered pairs 
of elements of Z, whose difference between endpoints appears in D can be 
partitioned into parallel classes of pairs. 
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We construct cyclic partial Steiner triple systems of order v using Skolem 
sequences. 
LEMMA 3.2. There is a cyclic partial S(2, 3, v) whose leave is r-regular 
whenever 
(i) v=6k+ 1 andr-O(mod6); 
(ii) v = 6k + 2 and r = 1 (mod 6), and if k = 2,3 (mod 4), then r > 7; 
(iii) v = 6k + 3 and r = 0,2 (mod 6) except when v = 9 and r = 0; 
(iv) v=6k+4 andr=3 (mod6); 
(v) v=6k+5 andr=4 (mod6); 
(vi) v=6k+6 and r=5 (mod6). 
ProoJ: For case (iii) with r ~0 (mod 6), form a cyclic S(2, 3, v)(v#9). 
Delete r/6 of the orbits of v blocks (leaving the orbit of v/3 blocks present). 
In the remaining cases, take (a,, bi) to be a Skolem sequence (pure or 
hooked) of order k - Lr/6 J. Then form starter blocks of a partial S(2,3, v) 
by taking {O,a,+k,b,+k} for i= 1, . . . . k-Lr/6J. 1 
Now we use these cyclic partial S(2, 3, v)‘s to construct GDDs. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let g be even, and let S,, . . . . S, be the starter blocks of a 
cyclic partial S(2, 3, g) whose leave is r-regular. Let t > 3. Let 0 <m < t - 1, 
andO~x~2t-2withx=O(mod2)ift~O(mod3),x~O(mod6)ift~l 
(mod 3), and x E 2 (mod 6) if t = 2 (mod 3). Then there exists a { 3 > - GDD 
of typeg!((r-l)(t-1)+6m+x)‘. 
Proof We form a { 2, 3) - GDD on 2, x 2, of type g’, in which all 
2-blocks can be partitioned into (r - 1 )(t - 1) + 6m + x parallel classes. We 
assume without loss of generality that S, contains a good difference. First, 
for every block (a, b, c ) in the orbit of S;, i = 2, . . . . s, place a TD(3, t) on 
(a, b, c} x 2, and omit a parallel class on {a, b, c> x {i} for iE 2, (such a 
TD is equivalent to an idempotent t x t latin square). 
Now we form a partial TD(3, t) on {a, b, c} x Z,, having a special 
parallel class of triples on {a, b, c > x {i} for i E Z,, and having each element 
appearing in precisely t - 1 -m triples. (Use a resolvable TD(3, t) when 
t # 6 [3]. For t = 6, use uniformly resolvable {2,3) - GDDs [9] when 
m > 0, and when m = 0, use any idempotent TD( 3,6).) 
Place a copy of the partial TD on S, x Z,, and develop these blocks 
modulo (g, -). 
The resulting partial GDD has a leave which is regular of degree 
(r + l)(t - 1) + 6m. Now let G be the leave of the cyclic partial S(2, 3, g) on 
Z,. Let G, be the leave of the cyclic partial S(2, 3, g) on Z, whose starter 
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blocks are Sz, . . . . S,. By Construction, both G and G1 contain the good 
difference (1/2)g. Hence, Lemma 3.1 ensures that G has a l-factorization 
with l-factors F,, . . . . F,, and G, has a l-factorization with l-factors 
H Hr+e I > . . . . Since S, contains a good difference, we can ensure that the 
two 1-factorizations have a l-factor in common, say F1 = H, (in fact we 
can ensure that F, = Hi for 1 < id r). Now if {a, b j E G, we take t - 1 
l-factors fFh, . . ..f.’ l on {a, b} x2, so that edges of the form {a, b) x (ij 
for in Z, do not appear in factors. Otherwise if (a, h} E G,\G, we define m 
l-factors on (a, b’,, x Z, by taking the m l-factors of the (2, 3) -GDD 
placed on the orbit S, x Z,. The factors fi”“, i = 1, . . . . m, are the parallel 
classes of pairs placed between {u} x Z, and {b} x 2,. 
Now for each factor H,, i = 2, . . . . r + 6, we form M l-factors; the jth is 
formed by taking the union of ,C” over edges {a, b’, E Hi. Then for each 
factor Fi, i = 2, . . . . r, we form t - 1 - m l-factors, using fl” for 
j = m + 1, . . . . t - 1. The factor H, = F, has yet to be handled. We add x 
points at infinity, and for each (a, b) E F,, we place on (u. b j x Z, plus 
these x points a { 3) - GDD of type 2’~‘. 
In this way, we produce (r+5)m+(r-l)(t-l-m)=(r-l)(t-1)+6m 
l-factors on the gt points. Adding an ideal point to each l-factor to form 
triples makes the long group of size (r - 1 )( f - 1) + 6m + x, as required. 1 
The case when g is odd is somewhat more complicated, since naturally 
we cannot form a l-factorization on the leave of a partial S(2, 3, g). 
Nevertheless, we can obtain an analogous result. We use a generalization 
of Lemma 3.1. Let r be an abelian group, written additively with binary 
operation + and identity 0. Let SC r\ {O}, and define G(T; S) to be an 
undirected graph whose vertex set is r, and whose edge set is 
((x,x+s) :xd-,sEsJ 
Then we have: 
LEMMA 3.4 [ 143. For T an ubeliun group of even order, G(f : S) has a 
ITfactorization whenever it is connected. 
This provides the means to obtain the required 1-factorizations even 
when g is odd, as we see next: 
LEMMA 3.5. Let g be odd, let t be even, and let S,, . . . . S, be starter blocks 
for a cyclic partial S (2, 3, g) whose leave is regular of degree r. Let 
O<m<t-1 and l<x<t-1 where x=1 (mod2) if t=O(mod6), 
x=1 (mod6) zy t=2(mod6) and x=3 (mod6) zf t=4 (mod6). Then 
there exists a { 3) - GDD of type g’(r( t - 1) + 6m + x)‘. 
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Proof: We form a GDD on 2,x Z, having the required number of 
l-factors. The groups are on Z, x {i} for i E Z,. Triples are as follows. On 
Sj x Z,, for i = 2, . . . . s, place the blocks of a TD(3, t) missing a parallel class 
on Si x { j} for j E Z,. Develop each modulo (g, -). 
Next we treat S, x Z,. If m = 0, we treat S, as all other Sj. So assume 
m > 0. First, we treat the cases t # 4, 12. Form a TD(3, t) by taking an 
idempotent resolvable TD(3, (1/2)t) and applying a direct product with a 
TD(3,2). The resulting TD(3, t) has (1/2)t “transversals” of 2 x 2 sub- 
squares. Each 2 x 2 subsquare corresponds to a { 3) - GDD of type 23. We 
replace the diagonal subsquares by {2,3} - GDDs of type 23 having two 
triples (that are aligned on S, x {j}). Replace all triples in L1/2(m - 1) J of 
the 1/2t - 1 offdiagonal transversals by pairs. If m is even, in one further 
transversal, replace using a GDD with two disjoint triples. Now develop the 
resulting GDD on Si x Z, modulo (g, -). When t E (4, 12}, we proceed in 
a similar fashion using a resolvable TD(3,4) or the direct product of a 
resolvable TD( 3, 3) and a resolvable TD( 3,4). 
Now we produce r(t - 1) + 6m l-factors. For each difference missing in 
the S(2, 3, g), we observe that this difference induces a 2-regular graph on 
g vertices, consisting of a number of cycles of the same (odd) length c. For 
each component C in this graph, we l-factor the graph whose edges are 
{(a, 9, (hj)) for {a, b) an d d e ge of C and i, j E Z,, i #j. This can be done 
by Lemma 3.4 (r=Z,xZ,). Hence r(t - 1) l-factors can be produced in 
this way. 
Now for each of the L( 1/2)(m - 1) J transversals emptied, we observe 
that the resulting edges, when developed modulo (g, -) can be l-factored, 
again by Lemma 3.4 (to be specific, develop the pairs between two groups 
in one of these transversals modulo (g, -), and apply Lemma 3.4 to each 
component of the resulting 4-regular graph). Finally for the one or two 
transversals in which GDDs with four triples were replaced by GDDs with 
two, observe that the pairs form even length cycles when developed modulo 
(g, -), and hence can be l-factored. The argument for t E (4, 12) is very 
similar. 
Finally we add x additional points X, and for i E Z,, on (i) x Z, together 
with X we place a { 3) - GDD of type 1’~‘. 1 
The consequences of Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5 are quite dramatic: 
LEMMA 3.6. Let g, t, and u satisfy the necessary conditions of the Main 
Theorem. Then a (3) - GDD of type g’u’ exists whenever 
(i) g = 2, 8 (mod 24); 
(ii) g=14,20(mod24)anduk6t-6; 
(iii) g=4(mod6)andu>2t-2; 
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(iv) g= 1 (mod 6); or 
(v) gz5 (mod6) and 24&4t-4+x, where x= 1 ift=O, 2 (mod6), 
andx=3 if t=4(mod6). 
Proof: For (i)-(iii), choose r as large as possible so that 
(r - l)(t - 1) < u and r is in the correct congruence class modulo 6 to apply 
Lemma 3.1. Then apply Lemma 3.3 to the cyclic partial S(2, 3, g); to do 
this, choose m as large as possible subject to 6m 6 u - (r - 1 )( t - 1). Finally 
choose x=u-(r- l)(t- 1)-6m. 
For (iv) and (v), we proceed similarly using Lemma 3.1 to provide the 
cyclic partial S(2, 3, g) and applying Lemma 3.5. This completes the 
proof. 1 
The sequence of lemmas developed here handle essentially all cases when 
u is “large” with respect to t. We use cyclic partial triple systems in a 
different way to handle the cases when u is “large” compared to g: 
LEMMA 3.1. Let g, t, u satisfy the necessary conditions of the Main 
Theorem, with g E 2,4 (mod 6), t = 1,2 (mod 3), and u > 2g + 2. Then there 
exists a { 3) - GDD of type g’u’. 
Proof: Use Lemma 3.2 to form a cyclic partial triple system of order gt 
whose leave has a degree of at most seven. This system contains at most 
(1/2)(g - 2) starter blocks having a difference congruent to 0 (mod t); 
delete a set of (1/2)(g- 2) starter blocks containing all that have a dif- 
ference congruent to 0 (mod t), and containing at least one block having 
a good difference that is not congruent to 0 (mod t). TO see that this is 
always possible, observe that only when each of the differences congruent 
to 0 (mod f) appears in a starter block, and further each appears in a dif- 
ferent starter block, do we have no flexibility in the selection of starter 
blocks to omit. But then the starter block containing the difference t 
cntains a further good difference. 
Form t groups by taking the ith group to contain all elements = i 
(mod t). Now the pairs appearing neither in a group nor in a block form 
a regular graph of degree at most 2g + 2, since each deleted starter block 
may contain two differences not congruent to 0 (mod t). By removing 
further starter blocks, we can add 6-regular graphs to the set of pairs. 
Moeover, there is a good difference to ensure the factorability of the graph. 
Hence by extending the factors, we can handle all admissible u > 2g + 2. 1 
There is a further method for handling some cases when u is large. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let t > 4 be even. Zf a { 3) - GDD of type (2g)(“2” u’ exists, 
there is a { 3) - GDD of type g’(u + g)‘. 
Proof Apply Lemma 1.11 with s = 2. n 
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4. LARGE ORDINARY GROUPS 
We first treat the unfinished cases when g is even. 
LEMMA 4.1: Let g = 4 (mod 6) and let g, t, and u satisfy the conditions 
of the Main Theorem. Then a f3 > - GDD of type g*u’ exists. 
ProojI By Lemma 3.6, we can restrict attention to u < 2t - 2. Write 
g = 6n + 4; by Lemma 1.10 we can assume n > 0. When n 2 3, apply 
Lemma 1.13 to a GDD of type 6”4l, using 6%’ and 4%‘. This handles 
u < 4t - 4 for g 2 22, and hence completes these cases. 
Now apply Lemma 1.13 to a GDD of type 23”41 using GDDs with g = 2. 
This handles all u 6 2t - 2 when t ~0, 1 (mod 3). For g= 16, apply 
Lemma 1.13 to a GDD of type 44 using GDDs of type 4’~’ to handle all 
remaining cases. This leaves only g = 10 and t = 2 (mod 3). 
Apply Lemma 3.7 to handle all u 2 22. Now in the remaining cases where 
t 2 17, fill in the group of a GDD of type lo’- ‘j(60 + u)’ with a GDD of 
type 10%‘. For t E { 11, 14}, proceed similarly with a GDD of type 
10re3(30 + u)’ and one of type 103u’; this handles cases when u < 16. 
Recalling that u b 2t - 2 is handled by Lemma 3.6, this completes 
te {11,14}. 
For the remaining cases, 108101 = lo9 is handled in the case when u = 0. 
Type 10’4’ is handled by filling 10’34’ with 1034’. The only remaining case 
is 10’4l. For this case, on Z,, take starter blocks (0, 1, 24}, (0,4, 22}, 
(0,6, 131, (0, 8, 191, (69, 211, and {O, 2, 16). The ith group contains 
elements = i (mod 5). The missing differences are 3 and 17, and hence the 
leave has a l-factorization (Lemma 3.1). i 
LEMMA 4.2. Let g = 14, 20 (mod 24) and let g, t, and u satisfy the condi- 
tions of the Main Theorem. Then a { 3 3 - GDD of type g’u’ exists. 
ProoJ By Lemma 3.6 we need only consider u < 6t - 6. Write 
g = 6~ + 8. For n > 3, apply Lemma 1.13 to a GDD of type 6”8l using 6’2.4’ 
and 8’~‘. This handles all cases with g> 26, leaving only g E { 14, ZO}. 
For t even, t # 4, we handle u >g using Lemma 3.8. For t 2 8, apply 
Lemma 1.13 to a GDD of type 21° or 2’. For t E {4,6} and g= 20, apply 
Lemma 1.13 to a GDD of type 438’. This completes all cases for t even 
except for g = 14 when t E {4,6}. 
For t odd, g = 20, Lemma 3.7 handles all u 2 42 (by Corollary 1.9, 
we may assume that t= 1,2 (mod 3)). Then using GDDs of 
type 20(‘-6’(120+ u)’ and 20%’ (Lemma 1.12) handles all t> 13. Using 
20(‘-3)(60+ u)’ and 203u’ handles all remaining cases with t > 7. For 
t E {5,7j, it remains only to construct 20514’ and 207301. For the first, on 
Z ,oo take starter blocks (0, 1, 3), (0, 4, 111, (0, 6, 141, (0, 9, 21 ), 
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(0,139 29}, (0, 17, 361, (0, l&41}, (0, 22,46}, {O, 26, 53}, (0,283 61}, 
and (0, 31,63}. The ith group contains the elements =i (mod 5), and the 
leave is l-factorable by Lemma 3.1. For the other case, 20’30’, first form 
a (2, 3) - GDD of type 45 having four parallel classes of pairs, and the rest 
of the blocks of size 3, by deleting a group from a { 3) - GDD of type 46. 
Now form seven copies of each point, and replace triples by TD(3, 7)‘s 
missing a parallel class. Each pair yields six l-factors, so for each parallel 
class of pairs we add six ideal points. Finally for the groups, we employ 
{ 3) - GDDs of type 4’6’, yielding 30 points in total in the long group. 
There remains g = 14 to handle. For t even, only I E {4,6} remains. For 
t odd, we proceed as for g = 20, leaving only cases with t E { 5,7}. The cases 
14521 and 14581 can be obtained from Lemma 1.13. Thus for t = 5 we may 
assume u > 14. For each I = 4, 5,6,7, take a TD(t + 1,7); apply the 
Fundamental Construction giving every point in the first t groups weight 
2. In the last group, give points weights ~0 (mod 2) when t = 6, = 0 
(mod 6) when when t E {4,7} and = 2 (mod 6) when t = 5. 1 
We handle next all remaining cases for g odd when g > 11. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let gz 5 (mod 6), and let g, t, and u satisfy the conditions 
of the Main Theorem. Then provided the Main Theorem holds for g = 5 and 
g = 11, there exists a { 3) - GDD of type g’u’. 
ProoJ The proof proceeds inductively, assuming solutions for 
g E 15, 11 }. By Lemma 3.6, we need only consider u < 4t - I when t = 4 
(mod 6) and u < 4t - 3 otherwise. If u 3 g and t > 4, apply Lemma 3.8. In 
general write g = 6n + 5, and form a GDD of type n65’ when 
n = 3,5 (mod 6), (n - 1 )‘j 11’ when n = 0,4 (mod 6), (n - 2)6 17’ when 
n = 1 (mod 6), or (n - 3)6 23l when n = 2 (mod 6), and apply Lemma 1.13. 
This gives a complete solution when n > 5. 
Now for g = 29, use instead a GDD of type 549’ in the application of 
Lemma 1.13. This handles all u d 5t - 5. 
When g= 23, for t > 8 Lemma 1.13 with 3651 handles all ~6 21. For 
t = 6, Lemma 1.13 applied to the GDD of type 365’ handles all u d 15, 
leaving 23617’ and 236191 to be handled. For 236u’, form a resolvable 
{ 2, 3 } - PBD on 18 points containing nine parallel classes of pairs and 
four parallel classes of triples [9]. Let PI, . . . . P, be the parallel classes of 
pairs. Add live ideal points x ,, . . . . .x5 so that xi is used to form triples with 
the edges of Pi. Now give every point of the resulting configuration on 23 
points weight 6, using TD (3, 6) minus a parallel class for the triples. The 
5-block of the 23-point configuration is replace by a GDD of type 56u’, 
using u points at infinity, 15 < u < 25. Let U be the set of points at infinity, 
and let Ui, . . . . U, be a partition of U into sets containing 5, 5, 5, and u - 15 
points. Now for factor P,, i= 6, 7, 8, form a l-factorization for the K6,6 
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minus a l-factor resulting from applying weight 6, and associate the five 
l-factors with the points of U,, UZ, U3. Finally, we must handle P,. Using 
a GDD of type 26(u- 15)‘, we handle all edges in the factor P,. 
For g = 23 and t = 4, Lemma 3.6 handles u > 15 and Lemma 1.13 with 
3651 handles u < 9. 
The case g =;‘7 is treated using a GDD of type 3451 in the application of 
Lemma 1.13. 1 
At this point, we have completed the proof of the Main Theorem when 
g is even, with no exceptions. The case for g odd still rests on the comple- 
tion of g = 5 (mod 6). 
5. FIVE AND ELEVEN 
Remarkably, the only designs that remain to be constructed have 
g E { 5, 1 1 }, u < g if I > 4, and u < 4t - 4. We treat the exceptional case t = 4 
first: 
LEMMA 5.1. There exist (3) -GDDs of types 5431, 5491, 1143’, and 
11491. 
Proof: On Z,,, take starter blocks (0, 1, 6) and {0,2, 9} to form tri- 
ples. The ith group contains elements s 0 (mod 4). The leave is differences 
3 and 10 and can be l-factored (Lemma 3.1). For 549L, simply omit either 
starter block. 
For groups of size 11, on Z,, take starter blocks { 0, 1, 18}, { 0, 2, 21}, 
(0, 3, 141, (0, 5, 151, and {0,6, 13) and proceed in the same way. 1 
Next we use a general result due to Assad: 
LEMMA 5.2[ 11. Let g, t be positive integers satisfying t > 3, g B 3, 
(g-l)(t-l)-O(mod2) and gt(g-l)(t-l)=O(mod3). Then there 
exists a pairwise balanced design on v = gt points having one parallel class of 
blocks of size g, one parallel class of blocks of size t, and all remaining blocks 
of size 3. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let g, t, u satisfy the conditions of the Main Theorem, 
with g odd, t E 0, 1 (mod 3), and u < 1. Then there exists a { 3) - GDD of 
type g’u’. 
Proof Use Lemma 5.2 to form a PBD with parallel classes of g-blocks 
and t-blocks. Take the parallel class of g-blocks as groups; add u points at 
infinity, and on each t-block together with these u points, place a 
(3) - GDD of type 1%‘. 1 
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This completes all cases when t = 0, 1 (mod 3) with g E (5, 11 }, with the 
two exceptions that we treat next: 
LEMMA 5.4. There exist { 3 ] - GDDs qf type 11 67’ and 11 69’, 
Proof: Using a TD(7, 7), apply weight 5 to six elements of one block, 
and weight 1 or 3 to the seventh point of the block. Apply weight 1 to all 
other elements. Then apply the Fundamental Construction using GDDs of 
type l’, 163’, 165’, 561’, and 563’. m 
Turning to cases when t E 2 (mod 3), we first observe that using 
g’-6(6g + u)’ and g6u1 handles all cases with u < g for t > 14, leaving only 
t = 8. In this case, we need only treat 11’5’: 
LEMMA 5.5. There exists a { 3} - GDD of type 11’5l. 
Proof: On Z,,, take the starter blocks (0, 1,43}, (0,2,41}, (0, 3, 38}, 
(0,4, 33, {0,6, 361, (0, 7, 283, 1% 9, 311, (0, 10, 27}, {O, 11,26}, 
(0, 12, 25}, (0, 14, 341, and {O, 18, 37). The ith group contains elements 
= i (mod 8 ). The leave can be l-factored by Lemma 3.1. 1 
This completes the last case for g E { 5, 1 1 }, and hence the last case of the 
proof of the Main Theorem. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
The Main Theorem given here is a substantial generalization of the 
Doyen-Wilson theorem and has already proved useful in settling existence 
questions for certain pairwise balanced designs with blocks of sizes three 
and four [4]. It is interesting to ask whether for any collection of group 
sizes, a (3) - GDD exists having those group sizes provided only that the 
elementary necessary conditions on divisibility and limitations on group 
sizes are met. 
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